Color Integrity
ColorSource luminaires are factory-calibrated to ensure consistency. They feature color mixing systems that offer bright, vibrant
colors and perfectly-mixed pastels.
The thermal management algorithms built into every ColorSource fixture ensure that the colors you choose in rehearsal are the
colors you get during the show.

Big lighting for small venues
No venue is too small for good lighting. Let ETC’s ColorSource family redefine what you can do with your budget.
With ColorSource, you can take advantage of additive LED color-mixing without breaking the bank. Render your stage
in rich colors and brilliant, flattering whites from the ColorSource PAR, Spot, Spot jr, CYC, and Linear luminaires.

ColorSource

ColorSource fixtures go through rigorous testing with a third-party laboratory so you know what you’re getting from
day one. With an expected lifetime of more than 50,000 hours, your grandchildren could be using the exact same
fixtures you’re using today.
ColorSource fixtures hold a five year warranty on the fixture and a ten year warranty on the array. Like all ETC products,
ColorSource is backed by our 24/7/365 guarantee.

Affordable can be rich.

ColorSource fixtures are great for schools, churches, nightclubs, atriums, lobbies, restaurants, and performance spaces
of every size.
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B I G P E R F O R M A N C E. S M A L L P R I C E TAG.

PAR
SPOT
The ColorSource Spot provides bright, focusable,
flattering light that can be easily adjusted
without the need for color filters. Because the
fixture accepts all Source Four LED accessories,
including zoom and fixed-focus lens tubes, CYC
and Fresnel adapters, a single Spot fixture can
play multiple roles from show to show.

SPOT jr
Don’t let the small size and low cost fool you.
Spot jr packs a punch at only half the weight
of the full-sized Spot. Add in the 5,000-lumen
output, the built-in zoom capability, and the
impressive color mixing, and you’ll see this
fixture has a lot to offer.

The ColorSource PAR produces a soft wash
light, allowing you to easily alter the mood
onstage with bold or subtle color. Like all
ColorSource fixtures, these luminaires can be
controlled with or without a console, making
them perfect tools when you need to add a
simple color accent to a one-off event.

CYC
LINEAR
Whether hung from a rig or used as side or
footlights, ColorSource Linear luminaires provide a
seamless line of light across the stage. Available in
half meter, one meter and two meter lengths, these
strip lights are designed to be mounted end-to-end,
with no visible break in the light array.

The ColorSource CYC is a dedicated cyclorama
fixture designed by ETC color specialists to
create a smooth, beautiful wash of light. The
five color mix of this fanless fixture is a unique
blend of red, green, blue, indigo, and lime
which gives an incredible range of colors at an
affordable price. Your cyclorama will finally get
the attention it deserves.
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